
MemoryKeyerV2.0.ino (AtoM.h, MtoA.h, Canned.h)

This is an Arduino sketch that acts as an iambic memory keyer for amateur radio use. It can easily be 
constructed in a Standard Arduino Enclosure (Altoids tin) with one of the smaller boards. I used a 
Sparkfun Pro Mini though a board with an integrated USB serial chip would be better.

Features include:
1. Characters to be sent are buffered in an asynchronous circular queue so memory buttons or 

keyboard characters can be “typed ahead”.
2. PS2 and serial terminal keyboards supported.
3. Paddle generated morse is interpreted and printed as ASCII letters on the serial terminal.
4. Four programmable memories available with 50 character capacity each.
5. Memories programmable from the keyboards or from the paddles.
6. Random code practice modes, letters, letters and numbers, letters, numbers, and punctuation.
7. Sending speed settable 10 to 45 WPM. Limits can be changed by recompiling.
8. Sidetone frequency settable 100 to 1500 hz. Limits can be changed by recompiling.
9. Memories, sending speed, and sidetone frequency stored in EEPROM and easily reset to 

defaults.

The sketch requires five I/O connectors: 
1. A  3 conductor jack for the paddle or straight key.

Connect dot paddle to tip, dash paddle to ring. Use a 2 conductor plug for a straight key.
2. A 3 conductor jack for transmitter keying.

A 2N2222 open collector output is on the tip. Line level sidetone audio is connected through 
a 5k resistor to the ring.

3. A power jack for either a 5 volt or 7 -12 volt wall wart supply. The choice of power voltage 
changes how the Arduino is wired. Consult the documentation for your particular board.

4. A six conductor mini DIN connector for the PS2 keyboard.
5. A connection for programming, and TTL serial terminal through an FTDI adapter.

This can also power the unit instead of the wall wart.

There are six push button switches needed, a volume control, and an LED:
1. A reset button for the Arduino.
2. A Function button.
3. Four push buttons to activate individual memories.
4. The volume control feeds a one transistor buffer for the internal speaker. It does not affect the 

level on the line output connection.
5. The LED follows the transmit keying signal.

Pressing reset momentarily has different effects depending on what other switches are closed. A 
processor reset normally takes a few seconds, when finished three mid tone beeps will be heard.

• Press the reset button alone to restart the Arduino. This is also the only way to exit code practice
mode.

• Press the reset button while holding the function button down until three low tone beeps sound 
to restore memories and code speed to defaults. Default messages, speed, and sidetone 
frequency are set at compile time from the file canned.h. You must do this action when loading 
the sketch for the first time into a new Arduino to initialize the EEPROM.

• Press the reset button with a 2 conductor straight key plug inserted and the keyer enters straight 
key mode where the sketch generates tone and output simply follows the key closures.

• Press the reset button while holding down one of the memory buttons and it begins random 
code practice. Characters will be generated in five character groups and echo on the serial port.



Memory 1: letters only
Memory 2: letters and numbers
Memory 3: letters and numbers

• Press the reset button while holding Memory 4 to enter sidetone frequency set mode. The dot 
paddle increases frequency, dash paddle decreases.  Press M4 again or type \w from the 
keyboard to write the frequency to EEPROM and exit set mode.

The function button has three duties:
• Reset to default messages as mentioned above. You must hold the function button down until 

you hear 3 low tone beeps.
• Holding function alone down enables speed change. While function is held, the dot paddle 

increases speed, dash paddle decreases speed. The current WPM will be written to EEPROM 
when you release the function button.

• Holding function down and then momentarily pressing a memory button allows programming 
that memory.  After programming, press function again to return to normal. New memory 
messages may be entered from the PS2 keyboard, the serial port keyboard, or from the paddles.

Pressing a memory button by itself transmits the programmed message.  

Serial or PS2 keyboards have a command mode, entered by typing a back slash followed by a single 
character. Commands implemented are:

1. \+  increase sending speed one Word Per Minute
2. \-  decrease sending speed one Word Per Minute
3. \u  increase sidetone frequency by 5%
4. \d  decrease sidetone frequency by 5%
5. \w  save current sidetone frequency and WPM to EEPROM memory
6. \1, \2, \3, \4 send a message as though a memory button was pressed.

The keyboard to morse table (AtoM.h) includes all the characters shown in the Wikipedia article on 
Morse Code except the underscore and the dollar sign.  Typing an unsupported character echos “x” on 
the serial port and will be ignored by the morse interpreter. 

Many thanks to Richard Chapman KC4IFB whose February 2009 QEX article provided the inspiration 
and base for this sketch. His iambic keyer code feels exactly like my original WB4VVF Accukeyer. 
Also see Rarons Blog http://raronoff.wordpress.com/2010/12/16/morse-endecoder/ for a discussion of 
the tree method for decoding and encoding morse characters. It was very helpful in building efficient 
translation tables. The circular queue was implemented with help from examples at: 
http://embedjournal.com/implementing-circular-buffer-embedded-c/.

wb8nbs@gmail.com
https://wb8nbs.wordpress.com/2015/02/18/arduino-based-iambic-keyers/

Revision History:
V2.0.0 Major redo to fully asynchronous operation.
V2.0.1 Minor changes in character/word space detection.
V2.0.2 Arduino tone() superseded with a DDS/PWM sine wave synthesis.

https://wb8nbs.wordpress.com/2015/02/18/arduino-based-iambic-keyers/
mailto:wb8nbs@gmail.com


Operating the Memory Keyer

Connecting a serial terminal to the Arduino is useful. You will see keyboard text and Memory messages
printed, code practice groups printed, and the sketch will attempt to decode and display your Iambic 
paddle sent morse as plain text. Many other housekeeping messages will also be printed. 

Any terminal program that knows about USB ports should work, even the Arduino IDE.  A USB to 
TTL serial adapter may be needed depending on what Arduino is used. I use an Adafruit FTDI Friend. 
You can enter and send morse code from the Iambic paddles, the serial terminal keyboard, a PS2 
keyboard, or from a straight key. 

Powering up or resetting  
When the processor boots, either from power up or from a RESET button press, it initializes it's 
internal hardware and starts the sketch. This can take a few seconds. The keyer will announce it is 
ready by emitting three short beeps.  

An Arduino that is new to the memory keyer sketch should have it's EEPROM initialized to the default 
settings in Canned.h. Do this by holding FUNCTION down while resetting the processor. Three low 
tone beeps will be emitted when the default copy is finished, then you can release FUNCTION.  Failure
to initialize the EEPROM will cause the sketch startup code to read garbage and will have 
unpredictable results.

Changing sidetone frequency
Hold down the Memory 4 button while resetting the processor. The keyer will emit three low tone 
beeps and you can release Memory 4.  In this mode, the dot paddle increases tone frequency, the dash 
paddle decreases frequency.  When it reaches the tone you want, press Memory 4 again and the 
frequency will be saved to EEPROM. 

You can also change sidetone frequency from the PS2 or serial keyboard.  Typing the command \u 
increases tone frequency, command \d decreases frequency.  If you want to make the new tone the 
default, enter the command \w and it will be written to memory.

When the keyer writes a new sidetone frequency to EEPROM, it beeps out the frequency in morse.

Changing send speed (Words Per Minute)
Hold the FUNCTION button down. While holding, the dot paddle increases WPM, the dash paddle 
decreases.  On FUNCTION release, the sketch writes the new default speed to EEPROM.

You can also change WPM from either keyboard.  Command \+ increases speed, command \- decreases
WPM.  Enter the command \w to write the new speed to memory as default.

When the sketch writes a new sending speed to EEPROM, it beeps out the WPM in morse.



Using and recording memory messages
Press and release any of the memory buttons to send a message. Messages are placed in queue for 
sending so it is possible to press more than one button sequentially. You can mix message memories 
and keyboard input, the queuing logic will send them in order. You cannot however, use the paddles 
while the keyer is sending from the queue. The commands \1, \2, \3, or \4 will queue up memory 
messages from a keyboard.

Holding  FUNCTION down then momentarily pressing one of the four memory buttons will enter 
recording mode for that memory. Release FUNCTION and the unit emits three low tone beeps 
indicating it is ready to record.  You can enter messages from the PS2 keyboard, the serial keyboard, or 
from the paddles.  Press FUNCTION again to write the new message to EEPROM. 

Straight key mode
A two conductor plug inserted into the key jack will be detected on startup and the keyer will enter 
straight key mode.  It will blindly follow contact closures between jack tip and sleeve, which turns the 
unit into a simple code practice oscillator.  Remove the two conductor key plug and reset the keyer to 
return to Iambic mode.

Code practice mode
The keyer sketch can generate random morse code for practice.  Reset the unit while holding down one 
of the first three memory buttons.  Holding Memory 1 starts letters only practice, holding Memory 2 
sends letters and numbers, hold Memory 3 for letters, numbers, and punctuation.  Morse characters are 
sent in five character groups. Separation between the groups can be adjusted by changing the 
PRACPAUSE parameter in Canned.h and recompiling. Reset the processor again to exit practice mode.

You can increase the sidetone volume level of the unit by connecting an external amplifier and speaker 
between ring and sleeve of the Transmit Out jack. 



My build Arduino pin assignments. These are set at the beginning of the sketch.

Digital Pins: Analog Pins:

PS2 keyboard data 4 Memory 1 A0

PS2 keyboard irq 3 Memory 2 A1

Paddle dot input 8 Memory 3 A2

Paddle dash input 9 Memory 4 A3

Transmitter key out 12 Function A4

Side tone output 11 Reset               Reset

The PS2 keyboard also requires 5 volt power and ground.

Photos of my build are at:
 http://wb8nbs.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/dscf0099.jpg
 http://wb8nbs.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/dscf0100.jpg

More description of the Version 2 build is in the second half of:
http://wb8nbs.wordpress.com/2015/02/18/arduino-based-iambic-keyers/

http://wb8nbs.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/dscf0099.jpg
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